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Acknowledging how you currently feel



● Unpacking one side without neglecting to discuss the other side of the 
story

● Cycle of Racial Socialization 
● The Power of an Illusion - the history that must be told
● How can we connect stereotypes to the Pyramid of Hate 

Objectives



Homework Recap - Physical Activity 

Instructions:

Look at each pair of photos and answer the questions. 

Base your responses on first impressions.

Personal Appearance Activity 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1elSWPptczWqA8tfXIXV2T-WsQ3eHBlWz?usp=sharing


Cycles of Racial 
Socialization



Respond to the following prompts to explore your stages of 
racial socialization. 
It’s okay if you don’t know a lot about your early socialization. 
In those cases, write about your best guesses of what those 
racial scripts were.

What is My Cycle of Racial Socialization?.pdf

Activity #1 -  What Is My Cycle of Racial Socialization?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZzvYXyvlu8W5ah2RmCZZs45o64Zu5DdD/view?usp=sharing


Episode 3: Race - The Power of an Illusion 

Unpacking the video: 

Please have pen and paper as we 
watched the video and unpack some 

of the statements made. Reflect 
internally before our discussion at 

the conclusion of the video. 

Access to Video

https://newsreel.org/video/RACE-THE-POWER-OF-AN-ILLUSION


Episode 3: Race - The Power of an Illusion 

Reflection Question 1

It wasn’t only about giving something to whites it was 
about constructing whiteness. What systems are in 
place that construct whiteness ? 



Episode 3: Race - The Power of an Illusion 

Reflection Question 2

It’s mentioned that when white people are by 
themselves they are taking all the resources with them. 
When black people are by themselves they lack these 
amenities. 
How does this correlate to white supremacy?



Episode 3: Race - The Power of an Illusion 

Reflection Question 3

Historically immigration had shaped the communities 
and now whiteness was shaping the future, how does 
this further cement white supremacy ?



Overarching Questions

What does the process of unlearning racialized narratives look like ? 

How do we allow other narratives to take up more space ? 

How do we acknowledge that this means challenging the survival of whiteness as it 
has been constructed ? 



Closing Reflection 

Name one song that describes how you current feel



Please listen to Episode Five: ‘We Know It When We See It’:
Introducing: Nice White Parents - The New York Times

Homework

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/07/23/podcasts/nice-white-parents-serial.html

